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Controller Switching Based
on Output Prediction Errors
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Abstract—We consider a switched nonlinear feedback control
strategy for controlling a plant with unknown parameters so that
the output asymptotically tracks a reference signal. The controller
is selected on-line from a given set of controllers according to
a switching rule based on output prediction errors. For control
problems requiring asymptotic tracking of a reference input we
provide sufficient conditions under which the switched closed-
loop control system is exponentially stable and asymptotically
achieves good control even if the switching does not stop. Our
results are illustrated with three examples.

Index Terms—Adaptive control, hybrid control, supervisory
control, switching.

I. INTRODUCTION

W E EXAMINE the problem of controlling a fixed linear
continuous-time plant with unknown parameters so

that the plant output asymptotically tracks, with some desired
accuracy, a bounded reference input. The control strategy that
we analyze is based on switching among a family of fixed
controllers at certain decision times based on a switching logic
that attempts to select a good predictor for the plant.

There are several elements to the controller architecture.
First, we have available a family of model-controller pairs

. The index set may be finite, countable,
or a compact subset of some metric space. Controller
stabilizes model and yields desired asymptotic tracking
performance for a class of admissible reference signals. These
requirements will be made precise in Section II. For each
model we run a corresponding predictor driven by the
inputs and outputs of the plant, and the resultant prediction
errors are used to form a real-valued performance measure
for predictor . Then at certain decision times, a supervisor
uses the performance measures to select a controller from the
family to be connected in feedback with the plant.
The resultant nonlinear switched control system must ensure
boundedness of the process states and satisfy an asymptotic
tracking performance criterion; see Fig. 1.

We consider the simplest case in which the transfer function
of the unknown plant exactly matches that of one of the known
deterministic models . This may be regarded as
a case of purely parametric uncertainty. Although unrealistic,
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Fig. 1. A prediction error-based switched control system.

this situation is of theoretical interest since it provides a lower
bound on what can be expected in practice.

The above architecture for on-line controller switching
has been proposed and examined in several special cases
in [12]–[14], [7], [11], [18], and [2]. In [12] and [13] the
problem of tracking a constant set point for single-input/single-
output (SISO) linear time-invariant (LTI) systems is studied.
At a sequence of decision times, the performance of the
predictors is compared, and the controller corresponding to
the best predictor at that time is selected. The sequence of
selections is not required to converge and in general will
not do so. Nevertheless, the system variables remain bounded
and the output of the SISO system converges to the constant
set-point. In [11] and [18] switching is used to select a
controller structure matched to the similarity invariants of the
plant, and in [2], [15], and [16] it is used to improve the
transient performance of stable adaptive control schemes. In
[7] convergent decision rules are studied. It is shown that for
multi-input/multi-output (MIMO) LTI systems there exists a
convergent selection rule under which the supervised control
system is stable and satisfies a performance criterion with
respect to a class of admissible inputs. Several other controller
switching strategies have been examined in the literature.
Generally, these involve strategies that use a predefined search
sequence, e.g., [5], [9], and [10]. Roughly, these operate by
switching into feedback with the plant a predefined sequence
of controllers in which each controller appears infinitely often.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows.

• We examine an asymptotic tracking problem in a general
setting that extends previous work on set-point control
problems.
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• We show that the output of the prediction-based su-
pervised control system is the sum of the output of a
time-varying system in which at every moment is
controlled by the concurrent controller and a prediction
error term. The stability of the above-mentioned time-
varying system can be assured using standard results from
the literature on slowly time-varying systems [4], [3], [6],
[17].

• Our first result, Theorem 4.3, provides sufficient condi-
tions on the models and controllers such that even if
switching between the candidate controllers does not stop,
selecting a good predictor will imply good tracking con-
trol. These conditions are illustrated with three examples.
As a special case, we provide a more direct proof of a
result given in [13].

• Finally, in our second result, Theorem 5.1, we show that,
under a mild additional assumption, the key condition
in our set of sufficient conditions is always satisfied if
the switched control system is required to asymptotically
exactly track the reference signal.

II. FORMULATION

We can select the input and observe the output of
an unknown SISO system, hereafter called the “plant,” with
McMillan degree at most and a stabilizable and detectable

-dimensional state space realization

(1)

The objective is to select the input so that the output
asymptotically adequately tracks a reference signal

generated as the output of a finite-dimensional autonomous
linear system of the form

(2)

where for each initial condition the state trajectory of is
bounded. The reference signal is thus bounded and completely
specified by the selection of an initial condition for.

We are given (or have constructed) a family of LTI systems
, with a common state realization of the form

(3)
where ; the dimensions
of the matrices and are appropriate. This sys-
tem will be used as a predictor of the plant output. The
predictor outputs are: , the prediction of , and , the
corresponding prediction error, .

If we set in , then we obtain a realization
of an LTI system

(4)

where . We call the th system model.

Similarly, we are given (or have constructed) a family of
LTI systems , with a common state realization of
the form

(5)

where and the dimensions of
and are appropriate. Under the feedback connection

in we obtain a realization of an LTI system
which we will call the th controller.

The assumption of a common state realization for the
predictors and controllers is standard in adaptive control;
see for example [13] and [14]. One such realization can be
constructed as follows. Set

where is a parameter-independent-dimensional con-
trollable pair, and is stable. For simplicity suppose that

is in controllable canonical form. By choice of
we can ensure that is detectable and stabilizable
and is a realization of any given strictly proper transfer
function with McMillan degree at most

. Detectability follows immediately from the stability of
and the fact that . To verify stabilizability and
that we can select to achieve , compute the transfer
function of

where , and
. Since , it is possible to select

such that and
where is a stable polynomial. Thus is

stabilizable with transfer function .
Similarly, a common state realization of the controllers can

be obtained by setting

Then selecting yields

(6)

Thus by suitable choice of and is a stabilizable
and detectable realization of any given strictly proper trans-
fer function with McMillan
degree at most .
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The equations of the system consisting of in
feedback connection with are

(7)

where

(8)

The models and controllers, parameterized as indicated
above, will be assumed to satisfy the following constraints.

Assumption A1) The matrices and are Hurwitz.
Assumption A2) The matrix is Hurwitz with stability

margin .
Assumption A3) The controlled system yields ac-

ceptable asymptotic tracking performance
over the admissible class of reference
signals.

Assumption A4) is a compact metric space with metric
.

Assumption A5) The functions
, and are

continuous with respect to the metric on
and any matrix norm.

Together, A3) and A2) impose the constraint that theth
controller should stabilize theth model with a stability margin

that is independent of and satisfy the asymptotic tracking
criterion. It will not be necessary at this point to give a
specific criterion for acceptable asymptotic tracking. However,
as examples of suitable criteria we mention:

(asymptotic exact tracking) and
(asymptotic -tracking). Other criteria are also clearly

possible. Assumption A4) can be satisfied by the discrete
metric if is finite. If is a closed and bounded subset
of for some positive integer, then we might take
to be the metric induced by a suitable norm on. If is
finite and is the discrete metric, then Assumption A5)
is trivially satisfied. However, when is a compact subset of

, it is a nontrivial assumption—it requires that we have
designed the controllers so that they satisfy A2) and A3)
and vary continuously with respect to . To show that
such parameterizations exist it is sufficient to assume that
there exists a design procedure for determining a controller
transfer function from a stabilizable and detectable plant
realization such that A2) and A3) are satisfied and such that
the parameters in vary continuously as the parameters in
the plant realization vary over some open set containing their
nominal values. In this case, we can taketo be the vector of
entries in and is then obviously continuous.
Suppose that is the parameter of a nominal plant; then,
is a stabilizable and detectable realization of the corresponding
plant transfer function. Then let be the closure of any open
ball containing such that is contained in an
open set about on which the controller design procedure
is continuous. Then let the maps
and select the appropriate values of and

from the designed controller transfer function using the
method indicated in (6). By choice of these functions are
continuous. More generally, we can take where
the are constructed like .

We now describe how the given controllers are connected
to the plant. At each term of a strictly monotone increasing
sequence of switching times (that may depend on the initial
condition of the plant, predictor, and controller), the controller
connected to the plant will be “switched” among the family
parameterized by . Given we require that the
sequence satisfies , for each .
Such a sequence is said to be- admissible. It will not be
important exactly how the switching times are selected, only
that they satisfy this form of constraint.

The selection of which controller to be connected into
feedback with the plant at switching time is based on per-
formance indexes for each of the predictors. The performance
index of predictor at time is a function of the
prediction error signal . For example, for fixed

we might set

(9)

Then at each switching time , an index is selected
based on the values according
to specified decision rule. The controller , driven by the
reference input , is then connected in feedback with the
plant over the time interval . The simplest instance
of a decision rule is a fixed function with

. For example, the rule used in [13]
is (roughly)

(10)

More complex rules can easily be envisioned; see, e.g., [7] and
[11]. However, all that will be important for our investigation
is that the rule has certain basic properties.

Let denote the piecewise-constant signal taking values
in that specifies the controller in use at time, and let
denote its set of limit points in . By Assumption A4), is
nonempty. Let denote the set of predictors for which
the prediction error decays to zero along the system trajectory,
i.e., . Clearly and depend on
the initial conditions.

We restrict our attention to switching rules that satisfy one
or more of the following.

Assumption R0) For all initial states of the plant and the
predictor, as .

Assumption R1) There exist constants such
that for all plant initial states and
predictor initial states

.
Assumption R2) .

Assumptions R0)–R2) require that the performance measures
and decision rule result in the selection of a “good” predic-
tor. Clearly, Assumption R1) implies R0). Assumption R2)
requires that if , then as , i.e.,
the only predictors that are selected “in the limit” are those
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that do “good prediction” along the state trajectory. Since
is nonempty, under Assumption R2) so is , and under

Assumptions A4) and A5), R2) implies R0).
These assumptions implicitly define classes of switching

rules and performance measures. The question of whether
these classes are nontrivial (e.g., nonempty) is closely con-
nected to the stability of the closed-loop controlled system,
and we defer its discussion until after the section on stability.

In summary, the closed-loop switched system is described
by the following set of equations:

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

if (17)

In the above

(18)

and are functions mapping continuous real-valued
functions on the interval into the real line, and is a
sequence of functions mapping into .

In the sequel it will be necessary to consider the joint
trajectories of several state-space systems. If
and are vector valued signals, then the notation

will denote the vector in formed by
concatenating the vectors and .

III. STABILITY ANALYSIS

To show that the nonlinear system (11)–(17) is exponentially
stable, we analyze the system for each initial state and its
corresponding switching signal. Following [7] we first show
that along any trajectory of the closed-loop system the plant
output is the sum of two separate signals: one is the response of
a switched linear system to the reference input, and the other
is the zero state response of the same system to a prediction
error related disturbance. This leads to the following result.

Proposition 3.1: Let be the state
trajectory of the closed-loop system (11)–(17) with initial
condition , and let be the associated

switching signal. Then along this trajectory

(19)

where and are the state and output, respectively, of the
switched linear system with input and initial
condition , and and are the state and output of
this system to a disturbance .

Proof: Since the switching signal is fixed, write
and . Then applying

algebraic manipulations to (11) yields

(20)

Let . Then

Write , and let be the solutions
to the equations

(21)

and let be the solutions of

(22)

It is clear that and .
Writing (21) and (22) out in detail, we see thatand

are the solutions of

(23)

(24)

where and

is the dynamical matrix of the closed-loop system
.

The reduction indicated in Proposition 3.1 is implicitly used
in the work of Morse (see, e.g., [13]), but not stated there in
this form. It is also used in [7] and [8] in a stronger context.
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In light of Proposition 3.1, we now examine the stability
of the time-varying linear system for each
admissible switching signal .

Recall that a time-varying linear system is
exponentially stable if there exist constants such
that for all , where

denotes the state transition matrix of the system. In
the case at hand, is piecewise constant and by
Assumption A2) for each , there exist constants
and such that for all .
Sufficient (conservative) conditions under which a linear time-
varying system of this form is exponentially stable are given
in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2: Assume that condition A2) holds. If one of the
following conditions is satisfied:

1) the finite dwell time satisfies
2) ;

then the time-varying linear system is expo-
nentially stable for any admissible switching signal .
Moreover, the constants in the exponential bound do not
depend on the switching signal.

Proof: For the standard result, see, e.g., [3], [4], [6], [13],
and [17]; also see Appendix 1.

Fix an initial condition of . Then, each initial condition
of the form for the asymptotically stable LTI
system gives rise to a trajectory with a nonempty
positive limit set . Moreover, by the asymptotic
stability of the above system this limit set depends only on

. The next lemma gives a trivial result on the convergence
of the state trajectory of that will be useful
later in the development.

Lemma 3.3: Assume that A2) and one of the conditions of
Lemma 3.2 holds. Suppose that for a fixed initial condition
of , the LTI systems have a common

-limit set . Then if takes values in , and the initial
condition of is fixed to be , the set is the unique -limit
set for the time-varying linear system .

Proof: Without loss of generality, we can assume that
the state trajectory of is almost periodic. Hence, if

denotes the set of limit points of , then .
We begin by noting the following properties of . First,
for the fixed initial condition is an invariant set of

. Second, if , then the -limit
set of the trajectory of starting from is

.
Now for any initial time is easily seen to

be an invariant set of . For
, let be the state trajectory of

from this initial condition at . Similarly,
let denote the state trajectory of the system
from any other initial condition .

Set . Then by
Lemma 3.2, . Thus the -limit set of

is the same as the-limit set of
. The latter set is .

We now use Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 to show the
stability of the switched nonlinear system.

Proposition 3.4: If A2) and one of the conditions of
Lemma 3.2 hold, then for every initial state of the nonlinear
switched system (11)–(17):

1) if is bounded, then is bounded;
2) if R0) holds, then

and ;
3) if R1) holds, then that the nonlinear closed-loop system

is globally exponentially stable in the sense that there
exist constants such that with and for
all initial conditions, the state trajectory of (11)
satisfies .

Proof: Fix an initial condition , and let denote
the resultant switching signal. Under A2) and either of the
conditions of Lemma 3.2, there exists such that the time-
varying linear systems (21) and (22) are exponentially stable.
Furthermore, the constants in the exponential bound do not
depend on the initial condition .

1) and are the state trajectories of an exponentially
stable linear system to bounded inputs and are hence
bounded. Thus is bounded.

2) Under assumption R0), as . Hence
by (22) and exponential stability, ,
or equivalently, . Now ,
given by (24), is just the second and third vector compo-
nents of the state of (22). Hence converges to

as claimed. Similarly, that the second limit
is zero follows from the first limit and (21) and (19).

3) By R1), . Hence by (21) and
exponential stability, there exist constants
such that . Moreover, and

do not depend on . Since the switching signal
is fixed and is the zero input response
of the exponentially stable system (22) with the initial
condition . Thus . Since

and do not depend on
for any initial state of the nonlinear closed-loop system.
It was shown above that is the sum of and

. Hence converges to zero at an exponential
rate independent of the initial condition.

A. Discussion of Assumptions R0)–R2)

We end this section with an additional discussion of as-
sumptions R0)–R2). Our objective is to use the above stability
result to show that there exist nontrivial performance measures
and switching rules that will satisfy assumption R2). We do
so by analyzing a particular choice of performance measure
and switching rule but do not claim that the case analyzed is
practical; it is simply intended to show that assumption R2)
is not vacuous.

Let the plant transfer function be equal to that of one of
the models. Then by Assumption A1) and elementary linear
systems theory, at least one of the predictors, say, satisfies

. Let the switching times be equally spaced
and consider the performance measures
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with the decision rule (10). First note that

Thus if is the selected controller at each decision time,
i.e., , then

Hence . From time to the error
can increase at most at an exponential rate determined by
the maximum real part of the eigenvalues of the closed-loop
system that results using controller . Since the closed-
loop eigenvalues vary continuously with and by the
assumption that is compact, there exists such that for

and all .
It follows that for

Thus is a bounded function. Assuming that A2) and
one of the conditions of Lemma 3.2 hold, it follows from
Proposition 3.4 part 1) that is bounded and hence from the
definition of that for each and are bounded.

Now consider . By definition, there exists a subse-
quence of switching times and parameters such that

as . Using the fact that is continuous
on yields , and since

is bounded by , it follows that
. The fact that and are bounded and is square

integrable then yields by an application of a corollary to
Barbalat’s Lemma [1, p. 19] that . So , i.e.,
Assumption R2) holds.

We believe there are many switching rules and performance
measures that will also satisfy the assumption. However, we
leave the design of additional specific (practical) switching
rules as an interesting subproblem.

IV. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR TRACKING PERFORMANCE

Having established sufficient conditions for stability, we
now consider the tracking performance of the switched closed-
loop system. The reduction and stability result of the previous
section indicates that under the conditions of Lemma 3.2, if

, then asymptotically behaves like . Hence
we need only show that adequately tracks the reference
signal . Now according to Assumption A3) the controllers

are designed so that the time-invariant closed-loop systems
adequately track . Thus it will be sufficient to

determine conditions under which the system
inherits this property.

To this end, fix an admissible switching signal . Then
for a fixed initial state of the linear time-
varying system let denote the -limit
set, i.e., the set of positive limit points, of the resultant state

trajectory . In terms of we now indicate
sufficient conditions under which the output of the system

will adequately asymptotically track.
Proposition 4.1: Assume that A2), A4), A5), and one of

the conditions of Lemma 3.2 hold. Let be any admissible
switching signal satisfying the following two conditions.

Condition C1) For each and

(25)

Condition C2) For each and

(26)

Then for each .
To prove Proposition 4.1 we will make use of the following

lemma.
Lemma 4.2:Assume that A2), A4), A5), and one of the

conditions of Lemma 3.2 hold. Let be an admissible switch-
ing signal and and be given by (24) with initial
condition . Similarly, let be an admissible switching
signal and and be given by (24) with everywhere
replaced by and with initial condition . If

(27)

then and

Proof: Let . Then

(28)

By (27), (8), and Assumption A5),
and . Then since

and are bounded,
and

(29)

Now, is an admissible switching signal, and by assumption
one of the conditions of Lemma 3.2 holds. Hence the system

is globally exponentially stable. Thus from (28),
is the response of an exponentially stable system to inputs

that converge to zero. It follows that

(30)

Finally

So by (30), (27), and Assumption A5) we have

(31)
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Proof of Proposition 4.1:Let and be an
admissible switching signal. Then

(32)

Select so that has the same switching times
as and (27) is satisfied. To see that this is possible
we argue as follows. For each integer there exists a
switching time such that for all .
Hence over each of the switching intervals , with

, we can select so that
. Thus (27) holds. It then follows by

Lemma 4.2 that

(33)

Now we examine the second term on the right-hand side
(RHS) of (32). The signal is given by (7). Let

. Then and for

(34)

By C1), at every state , and for each

(35)

In addition, by C2) for all and , (26)
holds. Then (8), (26), and (35) imply that for each
and

(36)

In particular, since , for each and

(37)

(38)

Now converges to [see (30)]. Thus
converges to and hence by (37), (38), and continuity

(39)
Combining (34), (39), and the stability of the matrix ,

we conclude that

(40)

Write

Hence using (39) and (40)

(41)

Finally combining (33) and (41) yields
.

Condition C1) requires, roughly, that if two predictors are
chosen “in the limit,” then they agree on the-limit set. This
is a natural condition that is easily seen to be implied, for
example, by R2). Condition C2) is similar but more restrictive.
It requires that if two controllers are chosen “in the limit,” then
they agree on the -limit set. Unlike C1), there is noa priori
reason to suggest that this will be a natural consequence of the
switching rule. Hence it is imposing an additional constraint on
the model/controller pairs. Of course, the problem is that one
may not know the -limit set in advance, in which case it may
be necessary to check that (26) is satisfied on a larger set that
is known to contain the possible-limit sets. Note that when
the assumptions of Proposition 3.4 are satisfied, part 1) of the
proposition implies that C2) can be verified by examining the
possible -limit sets of the nonlinear switched system. In fact,
for some simple cases C2) can be verified quite easily in this
way as shown in the examples after the Proof of Theorem 4.3.

Our main result is that the standard assumptions together
with R2) and C2) are sufficient to ensure that the output of
the nonlinear switch system asymptotically tracks the
reference signal . Indeed, the following theorem indicates
that the asymptotic tracking performance of the closed-loop
switched system is as good as one of the time-invariant linear
systems , and by Assumption A3) this is adequate.

Theorem 4.3:Assume that A1)–A5) and either of the con-
ditions of Lemma 3.2 are satisfied. Furthermore, assume that
for each possible initial condition of the nonlinear switched
system the resulting switching sequence is such that R2) and
C2) are satisfied. Then the closed-loop switched control system
(11)–(17) satisfies for some
with . Hence asymptotically adequately tracks.

To prove Theorem 4.3 we will use the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4:Assume that A2)–A5), R2), and one of the

conditions of Lemma 3.2 hold. Then for any initial state
of the nonlinear closed-loop switched system

the resultant state trajectory is bounded
and has a nonempty -limit set . Furthermore, for all

and all , we have .
Proof: By assumption, the signals and are

bounded. Since one of the conditions of Lemma 3.2 holds
and R2) holds, it follows from Proposition 3.4 that the signals

are bounded. Thus the set of limit points
as of the joint signal , i.e., the

-limit set of the trajectory, is nonempty.
By continuity, for each and

, i.e., any predictor has zero error on .
This in turn implies that for each

(42)

i.e., all predictors in agree on . Since, by R2), ,
the same holds for .

Proof of Theorem 4.3:Fix a pair of initial conditions
. This determines the switching signal and the

bounded reference signal . By Lemma 4.4 the state tra-
jectory of (11) is bounded and the -limit set is
nonempty.
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Fig. 2. Set-point control system.

By Lemma 4.4 for all and all ,
we have . By Proposition 3.4, .
Hence for each and each point

, i.e., condition C1) holds.
Let . We let denote the output of the

nonlinear closed-loop system with initial condition,
denote the output of the LTI system driven by and
with initial condition , and denote the output of the
linear time-varying system for a fixed switching
signal to the input and with initial condition .

Let be any element of . Then under the fixed switching
signal

(43)

By Proposition 3.4, the first term on the RHS of (43) converges
to zero as . We have shown that C1) holds and by
assumption so does C2). Hence by Proposition 4.1, the second
term on the RHS of (43) converges to zero as . Thus

as claimed.
As mentioned above, in general it may be difficult to check

Condition C2) since it requires knowledge of the-limit sets
of the switched closed-loop system. Nevertheless, in some
simple but interesting cases it is possible to check the condition
by direct computation as we demonstrate in the following
examples.

Example 1: The set-point control problem illustrated in
Fig. 2 is studied in [13]. We are given a family of SISO model
transfer functions and a family of SISO controller
transfer functions such that for each , the
control system illustrated in Fig. 2 with is stable and
for any constant reference signal .

As shown in Fig. 2, the actual plant inputis generated by
an integrating subsystem, and the control signalis generated
by a switched controller driven by the tracking error

. In our notation, is the cascade of the
integrator and the actual plant. Thus the controller output and
(augmented) plant input is denoted by.

It is shown in [13] that a common state-space representation
of the family of predictors and controllers takes the form

(44)

(45)

(46)

Here and are parameter independent
and is asymptotically stable. In our notation, (44)–(46) is
equivalent to a common state realization of and with

, and and
. Thus the model realization is obtained by setting

Fig. 3. Set-point control system for Example 2.

and the controller realization is obtained by
setting .

By the problem setup and the construction of, Assump-
tions A1)–A3) hold. We assume that the parameterization of
the models and controllers satisfies Assumptions A4) and A5).

That Condition C2) holds in this case can be verified by
direct computation. First, it is easy to see that the-limit set
for the system is just the single equilibrium state

, and this is independent of. Moreover, in
steady state and . So
and .

Let be a -admissible switching signal. Then by
Lemma 3.3, under either of the conditions of Lemma 3.2,
every state trajectory of the switched system
converges to the -limit set . By Proposition 3.4
we have . Thus to check C2), we just need to
check that (26) holds at the point . Using
and , gives

Hence for each
, i.e., C2) is satisfied.

It follows from the above and Theorem 4.3 that any parame-
terization of the controllers for which A4) and A5) are satisfied
and any switching rule satisfying R2) and having a sufficiently
large dwell-time will ensure that the state of the closed-loop
switched system is bounded and .

Example 2: Consider the set-point control problem illus-
trated in Fig. 3. We assume the same conditions as the previous
example.

In our notation, is the cascade of the plant and integrator.
Hence the control signal is. The controller/predictor system
is given by
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Consider the system . By assumption, this system
is stable. Hence for all , and
the stationary point of the system is given by

Note that the fixed point is independent of. In addition

and

(47)

Let be any admissible switching signal. Then under
any of the conditions of Lemma 3.1, every trajectory of
the switched system converges to the point:

. Thus to check C2) we need to show
that (26) is satisfied at this point. Using (47), for all

, i.e.,
Condition C2) is satisfied.

It follows from the above and Theorem 4.3 that any parame-
terization of the controllers for which A4) and A5) are satisfied
and any switching rule satisfying R2) and having a sufficiently
large dwell-time will ensure that the state of the closed-loop
switched system is bounded and .

V. ASYMPTOTIC EXACT TRACKING

An interesting additional result can be obtained when we
restrict attention to asymptotic exact tracking, i.e., we require

. In this case we will assume that the
following additional mild restriction holds.

Assumption A6) The models have no zeros in com-
mon with the eigenvalues of the reference
signal generator.

Our second main result is the following. In the case of
asymptotic exact tracking in order to conclude that the non-
linear switched system will asymptotically exactly track the
reference signal , it is only necessary to verify the struc-
tural conditions A1)–A6) and the switching rule constraints
that R2) and one of the conditions of Lemma 3.2 hold. In
particular, it is not necessary to verify that condition C2)
holds. As we show in the proof of the theorem below, C2)
will hold.

Theorem 5.1:Consider an asymptotic exact tracking prob-
lem for a reference signal given by (2). Assume that Conditions
A1)–A6), R2), and one of the conditions of Lemma 3.2
hold. Then the closed-loop switched control system satisfies

.
To prove Theorem 5.1 we will make use of the following

preliminary lemmas. Assume that A1)–A6), R2), and one of
the conditions of Lemma 3.2 hold. Fix an arbitrary initial
condition for the switched closed-loop system and letbe the
switching signal from this initial condition. By Proposition
3.4 and the model for the reference signal, the trajectory

is bounded and hence has a nonempty

-limit set . In addition, by assumptions A2) and A3), for
each , the closed-loop system satisfies

, and for each initial state of the
reference signal generator, the state of this system converges
to a unique -limit set .

Lemma 5.2:For any there exists a point
and a time such that the trajectory

of the closed-loop system starting from at and using
the fixed controller stays in over the time interval .

Proof: Consider the joint signal
. Sample this signal at the sequence of switching

times . The resultant sequence of samples
lies in a compact metric space

and hence has a nonempty set of limit points. Clearly, if
, then there exists such that

. Henceforth, let
denote a subsequence of the sampled trajectory

consisting of points at switching times such that
and .

For each point consider the trajectory
segment

of the closed-loop system that starts at at time and
has , for . Each of these functions
is a segment of a trajectory of an LTI system. Hence, by
time shifting and restricting attention to an interval of time
of duration , we can consider the trajectories to be de-
fined over the time interval . Similarly, let

denote the trajectory of the
closed-loop (LTI) system starting from the initial condition
and using .

We claim that the sequence of functions converges
pointwise over to the function as . This
follows by continuity with respect to the initial condition of
the solutions of (2) and by the continuity of the solutions of
the remaining linear ordinary differential equations (o.d.e.’s)
with respect to the initial condition and the parameter.

It follows that all points on the curve lie in
.
Lemma 5.3:For each , if , then

.
Proof: Let . Then by Lemma 5.2 there exists

a point and a nonempty interval
such that the trajectory of the switched system starting

from at and using the fixed controller stays in
for the time interval . Now, the -limit set of the

system is . Hence there exists a point
and a nonempty time interval such

that the trajectory of the LTI system starting from
at remains in over the time interval

. Denote this curve by
.

Since lies in , by Lemma 4.4,
for all and . But this trajectory segment is

generated by an LTI system; hence for
all . Now, in the limit the above trajectory converges to
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the unique -limit set . Thus by continuity, for every point
.

Lemma 5.4: For all .
Proof: In view of the assumptions on the reference signal

generator, without loss of generality we can representas a
finite sum of sinusoids. Each system is LTI. Hence,
by superposition it will be enough to prove the result assuming
that is a single sinusoid.

Suppose that . Since the system is
exponentially stable, for all initial conditions the state trajec-
tory settles into a periodic orbit of the form

. Here and are com-
plex numbers that depend on the real constant. Similarly,

converges to a periodic signal of the form
and converges to .

Using (3), (5), and A1), we find that we have (48), as
shown at the bottom of the page. Then using (48), the fact
that , and that in steady state , yields

(49)
Let denote the transfer function of . Using the

formula for , Assumption A1), and the Matrix Inversion
Lemma we find

(50)

By A6), has no zeros that are eigenvalues of the reference
system. Hence the numerator in (50) is nonzero. Thus using
(49) we can write

(51)

Let . Then by Lemma 5.3,
, i.e.,

Combining this with (49) we have

On rearrangement and comparison with (51) this yields

Thus for each . It then follows
from (48) that for each

, i.e., .

Fig. 4. Set-point control system, Example 3.

Proof of Theorem 5.1:The initial state
of the closed-loop switched system determines: the state
trajectory of the reference signal generator, the reference
signal , the switching signal , and the state trajectories

, and of the controller, predictor, and the
plant, respectively. By the assumptions of the theorem and
Proposition 3.4, all of these signals are bounded and the-
limit set of the trajectory ,
is nonempty. Let (respectively, ) denote the set
of limit points of the signal [respectively,

].
Let be the fixed switching signal defined above.

Then, by the assumptions of the theorem, Lemma 3.2, and
Proposition 3.4, the -limit set of the time-varying system

is .
Let be a switching signal taking values in ,

having the same switching times as , and satisfy-
ing . By Lemma 4.2, for any
initial condition, the trajectories of and

converge as . By Lemma 5.4, for
each . Thus, by Lemma 3.3, the
system has the globally attractive orbit .
Thus has the globally attractive orbit .

Finally we show that By Assump-
tion A3) and the requirement of asymptotic exact tracking, for
each on . However, by Lemma 5.3,
for each for each point .
Thus on . By R2) and Proposition 3.4 part (1),
this implies that .

We illustrate Theorem 5.1 with the following example.
Example 3: Consider the set-point control problem illus-

trated in Fig. 4. Assume, as in Example 1, that we are given a
set of SISO models and a set of SISO controllers, such that for
each the controlled system with is stable, and
for any constant reference input . The
true plant is one of the models and is unknown. We
assume that none of the models has a zero at 0. This example,
although similar to Example 1, requires a different (and more
difficult) analysis.

The plant input is generated by a switched controller
, whose input signal, , is generated by an integrating

subsystem driven by the tracking error .
In our notation is the cascade of the integrator and the

controller. A common state-space realization of the system

(48)
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above is given by

(52)

Assume that A1)–A5) are satisfied by the problem setup,
that one of the conditions of Lemma 3.2 holds, and that the
switching rule ensures that condition R2) holds. Stability and
boundedness of the switched nonlinear system then follows
by Proposition 3.4. Since we have assumed that the models
do not have a zero at the origin, A6) is satisfied. Hence by
Theorem 5.1, . This latter result can
also be shown by direct computation of the fixed points of
the systems . However, in this case these fixed points
depend on , and the analysis method used in Examples
1 and 2 does not apply.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented a simple setting in which to analyze
the stability and tracking performance of predictor-based con-
troller switching rules. Our approach is to relate control
performance to prediction performance by separating the out-
put into an exogenous input response and an error term.

Our first main result, Theorem 4.3, gives a set of sufficient
conditions under which good asymptotic tracking performance
of the switched system is achieved. As a special case, this
results leads to a simpler proof of a recent result of Morse
[13], concerning a set-point control problem.

Our second main result, Theorem 5.1, shows that in the
special case where asymptotic exact tracking is required and
the plant has no zeros in common with the poles of the refer-
ence signal generator, the main assumption of Theorem 4.3 is
in fact always satisfied so that the switched system achieves
asymptotic exact tracking.

APPENDIX 1

Let . For
the state transition matrix of is

(53)
Since are stable with stability margin , it is
possible to find numbers and for which

(54)

(see [13] and [4]). In particular

(55)

where

From (53) and (54) it is easy to show that for any switching
signal with dwell time no smaller than ,
the state transition matrix of satisfies

where

That is, is exponentially stable with a decay rate(see
[13]).

A different approach can be based on the conditions for
stability of “slowly time varying systems”; see, e.g., [17].
Assume that are bounded by , then we have the
following.

Lemma 6.1 [3], [6]: For of size satisfying A2)

for every
Using (55), exponential stability is assured if the bound

is smaller than .
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